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Fragility of Ge-As-Se Glass-Forming Liquids in Relation to Rigidity Percolation,
and the Kauzmann Paradox
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The concept of mean-field rigidity percolation at average coordination number (r) 2.4 in covalently
bonded inorganic glasses is shown to be relevant to the liquid-state behavior of glass-forming chal-
cogenide systems. In particular it correlates with remarkable variations in "fragility" and excess heat
capacity which we observe in the model ternary system Ge-As-Se. Except near As2Se3, Tg itself depends
only on (r) anywhere in the system up to (r) 2.5. These findings provide an important link between key
structural concepts of glass science, the relaxation phenomena, and the thermodynamic problem em-

bodied in the Kauzmann paradox.

PACS numbers: 61.42.+h

The notion that covalent bonding in glasses may be
optimized when the average coordination number ((r)) is

2.4 was advanced first by Phillips' to explain the strong
glass-forming propensity of some chalcogenide systems.
It was later refined by Thorpe, 2 who predicted, for the
mean-field case, a sudden rise in bulk modulus as the
composition in binary or multicomponent systems passes
through the "rigidity percolation" (or vector percolation)
threshold at this same coordination number.

Some sound-velocity-based observations supporting
the idea of rigidity percolation were presented in an ear-
lier Letter on the model system Ge-As-Se. This system
was chosen because the bonding numbers (valences) of
4, 3, and 2, respectively, permit realization of (r) 2.4 at
many different chemical compositions ((r) 4XG,
+3Xp„+2Xs„where X is mole fraction). This permits
separation of connectivity effects from chemical effects.
However, these early measurements were later found to
be affected adversely by oxide contamination of the sam-
ples. In fact, the absence of a transition at (r) 2.4 has
recently been reported, in accord with Thorpe'ss subse-
quent prediction that for real systems with van der
Waals interactions between unbonded neighbors, the
rigidity-percolation phenomena would be smeared out.
With an interest in checking this prediction, and also in

testing our suspicion that the vector-percolation concept
might be more sensitively investigated in the liquid state
of this system, we have extended the original study not
only in composition range but also in temperature and
variety of properties investigated. In particular, we have
now included measurements of (i) the glass transition
temperature Tz, (ii) changes in thermodynamic proper-
ties (expansivity a and heat capacity C~) at Tz, and (iii)
viscosity (the key liquid-state property) with striking re-
sults.

Most of the measurements reported will concern the
pseudobinary join Set~ —„&(Aso5Geo 5)„, chosen by us to
maximize the likelihood of random bonding, and hence
conformity to mean-field arguments. In this study, our

original sample preparation techniques have been refined
in order to eliminate the oxygen contamination which vi-

tiated the earlier results. High-purity lump elements
(99.9999%) were melted together in evacuated silica
tubes at 600-1150'C, depending upon composition, for
24 h. They were then cooled at —15 K/min. Prior to
loading the tubes, the arsenic was placed in an evacuated
chamber, the bottom of which was heated to 350'C
while the top was kept at 25'C. This distilled off arsenic
oxide contamination. The resulting samples, 65 in all,
contained 100- to 200-ppm oxygen as determined by in-
frared spectroscopy. 6 They exhibited no evidence of cry-
stallization in differential-scanning-calorimeter (DSC)
thermograms.

Elastic constants were determined from sound-velocity
measurements as described before, but with an im-
proved precision of 0.1%. Thermal-expansivity (a) mea-
surements were made using a Perkin-Elmer model
TMS-2, scanning at 2.5 K/min. The same instrument
was used, with a beam-bending attachment, to determine
the viscosity in the range 10 -10'3 Pas with a precision
and accuracy of +' 5% (based on measurements made on
BS710 standard glass). Heat-capacity C~ and en-
thalpy-relaxation measurements were made using the
Perkin-Elmer DSC-4 differential scanning calorimeter at
scan rates between 2.5 and 40 K/min.

The absence of universal or dramatic behavior of the
longitudinal mechanical modulus C~~ as the mean-field
percolation threshold is crossed is confirmed in this
work for all Se&~ —,&(GeyAs~ y) cuts across the ternary
system. The results are more definitive than in binary
systems because of the extended (r) range available. In
the As-Se binary and in Ge-poor glasses, we even ob-
serve a contradictory maximum in C«at or near
(r) 2.4. Clearly the study of C~~ at ambient tempera-
ture is not fruitful in the present context.

Turning to Tz (defined as the onset of the rises in C~
or a, as ergodicity is restored during heating at 20 K/min
[see Fig. 1, inset (b)]), we observe more promising phe-
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the minimum fragility (minimum Arrhenius slope at
Ts/T I ) observed in the present study occurs not at the
highest value of (r) but rather at (r)-2.4, the rigidity-
percolation threshold. Evidently at higher (r) values,
specific chemical effects such as the occurrence of double
Se bridges
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FIG. 3. (r) dependence of key relaxational and thermo-
dynamic properties of Se&i — &(Ge~Asi -„)„liquids at y 0 and
0.5: (a) Dependence of activation energies for viscosity and
enthalpy relaxation. (b) Excess heat capacity hC~ measured at
Tg showing minima in each case at the rigidity-percolation
threshold (r) 2.4. (c) Excess expansion coeScient ha show-
ing absence of anomaly at (r) 2.4. Inset: Kauzmann plots for
excess entropy in the cases (r) 2.0 (pure Se) and (r) 2.4
(pure As2Se3). Note how Ts/Tz differs according to liquid
"strength. " The values of Ts/Tz are predictable from Eq. (2)
using D values based on the position of liquid in the strong-
fragile classification.

viscosity preexponent as well as activation energy, How-
ever, when the same data are presented on the larger
scale of Ts/T and compared with literature data covering
a wider range of viscosities and temperature depen-
dences, it can be seen that the present results simply rep-
resent the high-viscosity end of the same pattern of
liquid behavior which has provided the basis for the
"strong" and "fragile" liquids classification for which
theoretical interpretations are currently being
sought. ' ' The remarkable thing is that compositions
along a single pseudobinary cut in the present system
cover almost the whole spectrum from strong to fragile
behavior previously mapped out by combinations of data
from many different liquid systems studied in a very

e
& Ge&S & Ge&

[known to occur in pure GeSez (Ref. 17)] enter into con-
sideration. These are fragile structural elements. '

The inset (b) in Fig. 2 shows that the same low fragili-
ty is obtained for other ternary compositions with
(r) 2.4, lending credibility to the idea' of constraint
counting involving both bond distances and angles"' in

these systems. The binary glass of (r) 2.4, As2Se3 is,
however, atypical according to Fig. 2, inset (b), having a
more fragile character. It also has a larger enthalpy-
relaxation activation energy, EH (Ref. 20), and larger
hC~ (Ref. 20) (see below). This is probably associated
with its topological reorganization to give "raft"-like
structures ' of two-dimensional aspect.

Concerning our second question, the minimum in the
"activation energy" seen at (r) 2.4 for viscosity data is
indeed also seen in the enthalpy-relaxation phenomena
which determines the form of the heat-capacity scan.
Using Moynihan's method of scan-rate-dependent Ts, zo

we obtain EH Rd(lng)/d(T '), where Q is the scan
rate. This quantity, for each of the glasses for which
viscosity data were presented in Fig. 2, is plotted togeth-
er with the viscosity activation energy E„ in Fig. 3(a).
The minimum at (r) 2.4 is even better defined for EH,
though the experimental precision of EH is smaller.

We now return to the initial observation of Fig. 2 that
the heat-capacity jump at Ts, LLC~, is remarkably small
at (r) 2.4 compared with the values at higher and lower
(r). Figure 3(b) shows this quantity, obtained semiquan-
titatively (~ 10%), as a function (r) for all the x 0.5
glasses, together with a value for pure Se from Ref. 22.
The correlation of a minimum in fragility with a
minimum in hC~ is to be expected from the Adam-Gibbs
equation, '

rt rtoexp(C/TS, ) . (I)
This is because, when hC~ is very small, S,
b', Jp, (/3C~/T )d T, where Ttt is the Kauzmann
liquid-crystal isoentropy temperature "] is almost tem-
perature independent and Eq. (I) becomes equivalent to
the Arrhenius law with the strong-liquid preexponent.
The great differences in departures from Arrhenius be-
havior seen in Fig. 2 then suggest that a further (and
very important) correlation be sought, as follows.

The pattern of viscosity behavior leading to the strong-
and fragile-liquid classification can be reproduced by a
modification, Eq. (2), of the famous Vogel-Tammann-
Fulcher (VTF) equation in which the VTF B parameter
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is replaced by DTO,

t) - rioexp[DTo/(T Tp) 1 . (2)
The "strength" of the liquid goes as the parameter D in

Eq. (2). This equation [which is easily derived from Eq.
(1) when hC~ K/T (Ref. 15)l requires that Ts lie far
above To for strong liquids whereas for highly fragile
liquids Tg/To approaches unity. From Fig. 3, there-
fore, we would predict that T» (=To) values for fragile
Se and stronger AszSe3 ((r) 2.4) will be much more
similar than are their Tg values (307 and 455 K, respec-
tively). Since these are both congruently melting com-
pounds, T» can be assessed by the purely thermodynam-
ic route described by Kauzmann. ' The data necessary
to check this expectation are available. ' We obtain
for Se, T» 240~ 10 K. z This is demonstrated by the
Kauzmann plot, inset to Fig. 3. The value of T» for
AszSes is found to be 236~10 K (Ref. 22) (AszS3,
T» 265 K), also demonstrated in the inset to Fig. 3.
Thus our expectation is confirmed, though the near iden-

tity of T» values was unexpected. It is reminiscent of
the behavior of systems such as ZnClz-KC1 and SiOz-
NazO in which the To of Eq. (2) is invariant during net-
work breaking.

Using these results, we find that Ts/T» values for
these two compositions are 1.23 and 1.90. From Eq. (2),
these values go with D values of 8.5 and 33, which may
be compared with the observed extremes for all liquids of
3.5 and —100. The slopes of the scaled Arrhenius
plots at Ts, given by (DT»/2. 3Ts)(1 —T»/Ts), are
predicted from the Ts/T» values to be 85.9 and 33.7.
These are in good agreement with the values observed in

Fig. 2 (76.6 and 34.3)—perhaps fortuitously so consider-

ing the extrapolations (to get T») and approximations
[to get Eq. (2) from Eq. (I)].

Thus, on a semiquantitative level, we have correlated
the bond connectivity in the model covalent liquid sys-
tem Ge-As-Se with two of the key viscous-liquid experi-
mental observations, viz. , strong-to-fragile (variably
non-Arrhenius) transport behavior, and the Kauzmann
vanishing-excess-entropy conundrum. It remains to ex-
amine systematically the relation to (r) of the nonex
ponentiality of relaxation described by the Kohlrausch
function exp( —[r/rol~), and of the nonlinearity of the
various relaxation processes. Here we note that a T»
value identical with ours has been obtained by Hodge's
from an Adam-Gibbs-based analysis of nonlinear

enthalpy relaxation. This is the subject of continuing in-

vestigation. We expect the technologically important
low-loss characteristics of these glasses at (r) ) 2.4 (Ref.
29) will find a natural explanation in terms of the remo-
val of "floppy" modes.

We will discuss elsewhere how the finding Aa/&C~
Aconst for (r) ) 2.4 seen in Fig. 3(c) (i.e., the answer to
our third question) favors entropy-based, over free-
volume-based, interpretations of viscous-liquid transport
and relaxation data. '
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